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Stud ent  Revie w  Board  Updat e
By  Mike  DiMezz a ,'98

Some comfusion has been expressed recently concerning the 
SRB. The SRB was formed because we need a voice in the mat-
ters which effect our community. Simply put, the SRB is both a 
place where students may accept responsibility for their actions as 
well as a place where students may try to resolve their grievances 
with one another.

The particular execution of these ideas is complicated and 
requires some clarification.

The SRB is a reactive body. We can only act on matters 
which are brought to our attention. We respond to formal 
requests, so-called Petitions, and informal requests, and letters 
which community members submit to us for consideration. Until 
someone brings something to our attention, we cannot act

The SRB is not an arm of the Assistant Dean's office. 
Although the SRB can pursue matters which appear in Security 
Repors referred to us by the Assistant Dean, we will always 
reserve the right to accept or deny any Petition. This aspect is the 
crucial because it preserves our autonomy.

Our autonomy is a very serious responsibility. We cannot 
decide whatever we feel like deciding. We are accountable to 
Polity, the Assistant Dean, the Dean, the President of the College, 
and most of all to the community. The community is our chief 
concern and we are always earnestly seeking to act on its behalf.

Our actions are very deliberate. The time involved in prepar-
ing a matter for a hearing diffuses emotional energy, and this fos-
ters clarity concerning the real issues. We spend an average of 
five hours on any one petition we hear. On these accounts, our 
judgements are as clear, thought out and fair as we can make 
them.

Despite all that, the SRB still faces problems. Beginnings are 
fragile. In order to best meet the community's needs, we need its 
input concerning our actions, ie., our actions commensurable with 
the communities needs. This is perhaps our greatest challenge 
and above all the SRB wishes to meet it. We encourage anyone 
with any questions whatsoever to simply ask them, and thereby 
keep us informed as to the community's needs and concerns.
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the iSleasure in Q^errer

By Evan Skladany, '98 A review of Mr. ScaCCy's HaUbxveen-nigiit (ecture
What is the pleasure in horror? I am not 

speaking about the kind of animal pleasure 
which rockets the high school prom queen 
and her quarterback boyfriend into an 
uncharacteristically frenzied make-out ses-
sion after letting a Hollywood nudity-cruelty 
cocktail pluck at the weird strings of their 
instinct for two hours. No no. I’m talk-
ing about the smartypants pleasure of rec-
ognizing the greater horror of such an 
event, or more to the point, of reading a 
tale of horror and experiencing far more 
than a Fangoria fan’s reaction to it. Trae 
horror is pretty high-concept when you 
begin to think about it, and any pleasure 
connected with it seems to be in finding 
out just what is so scary.

In his Halloween-Friday-night lecture, 
“Androgyny and Horror, A Reading of 
Poe”, Mr. Scally exhumed the poignancy 
of Poe’s The Fall of the House of Usher 
which my sanity had apparently interred. I 
am here wittily using a point of the lecture 
to describe my own reading of the story that 
Friday afternoon, which was a cursory one. 
The lecture opened with a quote from Poe’s 
The Murders in the Rue Morgue about the 
superiority of the card game whist over 
chess. In it, the narrator describes the whist 
player’s power as an observer:
Our player confines himself not at all; nor... 
does he reject deductions from things external to 
the game... He notes every variation of the face 
as the play progresses, gathering a fund of 
thought...
Poe calls this type of player an analyst, and 
Mr. Scally let this notion of a savvy card 
player be a kind of paradigm for both read-
ers of and characters in the story, the first 
group confronting the face of the text, and 
the second the various faces of the charac-
ters in their story-lives. What is important 
for such card players, readers and characters 
is remembering to pay attention to things 
that go beyond the rules of whatever game, 
text or face they encounter. Rules are 
numerical, calculative, prosaic and often 
naive things, and part of the pleasure of 
reading Poe’s story, as expressed by our lec-
turer, is discovering the finely crafted ways 
it has of inviting us to notice all of the 
details that push it far beyond the conven-
tions or rules of Gothic horror.

By discussing the analyst Mr. Scally

offered a disposition with which we could 
begin to appreciate horror. If we intend to 
find what is scary we will need to pay atten-
tion, and pay attention in imaginative ways, 
to every bit of a story attempting to speak to 
us. Keeping this disposition in mind, we 
can then proceed to an examination of what

. ^ , j, . , ^ . Photo by Kathy Rughis traly fnghtemng.
Peering in through the “vacant eye-like 

windows” of Usher’s house, Mr. Scally gave 
an interpretation of the character Roderick 
Usher whose dear sister is nearly dead and 
who is described by the narrator of the story 
as giving off darkness and gloom “as if it 
were an inherent positive quality”. This 
interpretation of Usher was based on three 
things, namely, the narrator’s description of 
a singular, luminous eye which seems to 
dominate his visage, Usher’s decision to 
bury his sister, and the poem he recites for 
the narrator. Scally, using a quote from 
Levinas about light being what makes things 
understandable, saw the cyclopean descrip-
tion of Usher as attempting to show the sin-
gular perspective of a man confronting iso-
lation and attempting to condition himself 
for the loss of his sister and companion. For 
Usher it seems impossible to be one of Us 
without her, and in his attempt to be rational 
and calculative in the face of such self-frag- 
mentation, he begins to play within rule like 
a poor whist player. He bases his decision 
to bury her in the basement on a careless 
reading of her face, which displays a faint 
flush upon its interment in the coffin. Usher 
and the narrator assume this to be a peculiar-
ity of Madeline’s medical condition that 
they conclude mimics life in death.

Mr. Scally pointed out that the poem 
Usher recites can be seen as an eye or win-
dow into Usher’s disturbed state. Taking

poetry as an imaginative and feminine art 
when contrasted with reason, the poem Poe 
presents to the reader shows that Usher is 
taking it differently. As Mr. Scally said, 
Usher’s reason is female, yet when he allegorizes 
its disintegration in the poem it becomes male. 
The male of the prose {Poe’s story) conceals a 
female (Roderick’s reason) which understands 

itself as male (the monarch of the poem).
The poem is an attempt to cover over the 
feminine in the House of Usher, both men-
tally and physically, as it is also serves as 
a distraction to help Usher forget 
Madeline, who is not yet dead.

Extending the metaphor of the whist 
player’s scrutiny of faces, Mr. Scally 
made Poe’s text a face of which Usher’s 
poem represents one eye. Scally then 
showed that the second eye is to be found 
in the second departure from the prose of 
the story, the narrator’s reading of the tale 

of Ethelred and the dragon in an attempt to 
calm himself and Usher when the house is 
rocked by a tempest in the middle of the 
night. The sounds of Ethelred’s conquest of 
the dragon blend with the horrible sounds of 
Madeline’s breaking out of her tomb, the 
latter eventually dominating and then culmi-
nating with her bloody appearance at the 
door of their chamber.

As to what is horrifying for poor Usher 
during the course of his descent into mad-
ness, making him flail in existential confu-
sion, Mr. Scally appealed to the phenome- 
nologist philosopher Levinas and his con-
cept of the there-is. or all-consuming, undif-
ferentiated existence. The following quote 
from Levinas' Totality and Infinity provided 
a deep insight into the stmggle of Usher:
... horror turns the subjectivity of the subject, his 
particularity qua entity, inside out. It is a partic-
ipation in the there-is. in the there-is which 
returns in the heart of every negation, in the 
there-is that has "no exits." It is ... the impossi-
bility of death, the universality of existence even 
in its annihilation.
The rastling sounds of Madeline clawing at 
her coffin is representative of this type of 
horror, a horror which Usher attempted to 
avoid by pronouncing his sister dead in a 
calculative, rationalist way. Her return kills 
him, and the "House of Usher", can do noth-
ing but crumble.

Mr. Scally contended that the lesson to 
Continued on page 10.
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Motherly Prod
By  Jason  Bielagus , '98

Already he was twenty two 
and he had clothed his killing with 
an attitude of solemn mysticism. It 
had begun more than half his years 
earlier, before his dense full grown 
beard had begun to sprout, in the 
dented aluminum skiff, from which 
he and Jan fished in the springtime, 
the newly emerged dragon flies 
alighting on their upward slanting 
rods. Jan had not yet moved far 
from this backwater bayou, which 
was only a few miles from the near-
est gas pump. Stuart’s current dry, 
sparse south western climate con-
trasted coldly with the warm memo-
ry of the bayou’s oppressively 
heavy warm humidity, burning him 
through his cotton shirt.

“Bogies, ten o’clock,” Jan 
said dropping his oar into the bot-
tom of the dented skiff and reach-
ing for his automatic .22. Stuart 
put his oar on his lap and fitted his 
bolt-action single-shot .22 into his 
shoulder, but did not fire, while 
two quick reports from Jan’s rifle 
punched into the silence of the soft 
long beards of moss hanging from 
the sprouting branches of the grey 
trees with their roots snaking into 
into the soft dark brown mud clay

of the banks. Two big crows flew 
overhead unscathed, their long 
black wings shining, swooping 
slowly, ominously.

They shot at all the birds 
they saw, hitting none. They got 
bored and tired, headed back to 
Jan’s parent’s cabin on the beach, 
pulled the skiff far away from the 
water, turned it over, and stowed 
the gear below it. While walking 
back to the house, Jan was talking 
about how his cousin had once shot 
nearly a dozen birds in under two 
hours, Stuart stopped and saw a 
bird perched in the tree in front of 
them, quiet. “There’s one of those 
fuckers!” Jan said as they aimed 
their guns and shot. Jan shot just 
before Stuart. Stuart knew it was 
his bullet, almost hearing the soft 
slapping sound of the lead bullet in 
the bird's neck, splashing blood.
He picked up the limp bird, its 
blood on his hand, and in its eyes 
he saw what the bird felt, young, 
his mother having pushed him out 
of the nest, not breathing while he 
fell until his wings opened, scared 
now, looking into the eyes of his 
death-bringer.

“Is it dead yet?” Jan said as 
he snatched the bird from Stuart

and wrung its neck. Then he tossed 
the bird away from the cabin. The 
bird fell like a stone through the 
trees, breaking branches, until, by 
chance, it caught on a branch and 
hung upside down. It swung slow-
ly, hanging upside down, wings 
spread limply. Stuart felt the bird’s 
wet blood between his fingers and 
wiped his hand on his shorts. Jan 
was looking at the hanging bird, 
“Can you believe I did that? I 
couldn’t do that again, not in a mil-
lion years.”

Stuart had moved away, now 
hunting the big game in the high 
desert, with the heavy gun, its stock 
hollowed out and filled with lead to 
make it even heavier and more sta-
ble, barely kicking from the blast 
of the shell inches long. Here, the 
elk took a commitment of days to 
track, far away from the busy 
towns, bright even at night, the 
lights obscuring the stars. The 
game here could not be tossed 
away, but remembered for months 
and years, even when shared with 
as many as would have it, the hun-
dreds of pounds of dead meat point-
ing to a simple contrast between the 
eater of the meat and the lifeless 
eaten.

ATTENTION POTENTIAL MOON STAFFERS!
The Moon needs:
• writers (get yer name in print!)
• copy editors (get yer name in the Credits column, plus a sneak preview of all issues!)
• typists (co-editor Carisa Armendariz will stand over you with a riding crop while you type&sweat.)
• distribution manager (get on the fast track to promotion! Viva la menial work!)
• cartoonists (haven't you always thought your doodles resemble the early scratchings of Schultz?)
• masseuse (if we can call you "Rudy")
• horoscope columnist (we will train)
• roving photographer (Francesca digsit)

If any of these positions interest you, or you have other brilliant ideas, come to a staff meeting, Tbesday 
November 18, at lunch in the Coffee Shop.
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By  Chris  Reichman , '98
There it sits. A great gooey globulus mass of ground meat.

Light gleams off the cellophane wrapping. Dreams of monstrous 
one pound hamburgers with all the fixings come unbidden into my 
mind. Satan bought Adam & Eve out cheap with sybaritic delights 
such as Fillet Mignons. I admit that raw meat is only tempting as 
the primordial stuff from which char-broiled feasts can be made. 
Raw meat is fine for survival, then again, so is living in a cold, 
musty cave. A cooked steak, however, must have been what con-
vinced man of an Elysian paradise awaiting the blessed dead. There 
are some of our fine race who have decided to shun the face of the 
Everlasting Oneness of Cheeseburger, and refuse the bounty of 
Mother Cow. I view them as Catholics view Protestants. I have no 
fear of their minor uprising, and wish with brotherly love to bring 
them back into the fold of the True Faith. Poor, unhappy souls.
How shall they ever know the peace and happiness of slouching into 
a comfortable chair after dinner and belching greasy Amen’s to the 
Gods. As they stand in the darkness outside of the light of the bar- 
beque, pity moves me. I would like to take them by the hand, and 
lead them to the spit over the burning bush. This is not possible, 
however, they must come to the feast of their own accord, or remain 
digging towards Hell for their meager sustenance. They, however, 
see the need to evangelize. Knowing their creed to be “the thing 
which is not”, they, like the first serpent who crawled in the soil, try

to tempt our succulent faith. Like demon’s voices from the edge of 
the roasting pit lights they whisper honey in our ears. Promises of 
health, beauty, and heightened morality are made. They say, “Look, 
ye, here at our powerful colons. You too, could have such fruits.” 
Even brave men gaze upon the Salad Bar of Satan with promises 
such as this. The righteous, however, look upon them and reply, 
“What use your mighty colons without substance in them. Shall ye 
shake the rafters with a fart made only of eggplant? Verily no.
Shalt though have satisfying bowel movements composed of 
squash? Nay, thou shalt have the strength of muscle without sub-
stance in it.” Vegetarians hold their heresy up high, and appeal to 
our sinful vanity. They say, “By our ways ye shall lose weight and 
become more beautiful.” Even supermodels look at the wheat germ 
longingly. The righteous reply,”You are right. Ye shall lose weight 
as ye waste into the very nothing. Ye shall have the hollow cheeks 
and be waifish as your body dissipates to the skeletal figure of 
Death. Let vanity instead be well muscled vigor, with cheeks 
rouged from the blood of a rare steak.” Finally they claim that their 
diabolieal ways will bring you closer to the Spirit of Life. They 
say,’’Does not the animal have Life and rights? Yea, and ye shall 
sin if you kill and eat of the meat.”
Continued on page 8

By  Jeremiah  Buckley , '98
The Film Society has decided this year to 

have a different method for collecting movies 
to show for next year. In the past the program 
for the approaching year has been decided by 
the film director and buddies getting together 
and making up a list of whatever they wanted. 
While I don’t believe this is the wrong way to 
go about things in principle (any artistic orga-
nization needs someone with a clear vision in 
charge) in practice it isn’t always the most 
effective. The fact is that the director generally 
doesn’t have the base of knowledge to choose 
the best or most needed movies. If someone 
were making a career out of picking movies 
for a cinema, I would expect them to know 
what they were doing better than anyone else. 
However, in our case the director is always a 
student first and secondly, hasn’t made his 
life’s work the investigation and understanding 
of cinematic history. In order to offset this lack 
of knowledge and experience present in a stu-
dent director, we have come up with an alter-
native plan for research.

We tried to graft a framework onto the film 
programming for next year and get various 
people in charge of different areas. The idea is 
that we try to figure generally what kind of

movies we want to show next year. Then a few 
of the members of film society are put in 
charge of research in each general area. 
Needless to say, everything will overlap some-
what, but granting a little flexibility it should 
all work out. So, why am I aimouncing this? 
Because we want to hear your ideas for 
movies, that's why.

If any of these areas interest you, give your 
suggestions to the people mentioned below. As 
I write, Jason Krantz is working on a line-up 
of great directors to watch, and since there are 
so many he’s got a tough job ahead of him. 
Also, the intrepid trio of Tommy Thornhill, 
David Derr, and Jeffrey Reed will attempt to 
come up with a short list of all-around great 
movies to see. Treat them with respect because 
they’re going to have a lot of work on their 
hands (the other categories have more than one 
person working on them as well, but I fear that 
this one will have the most input so I pub-
lished three names). There are also four more 
specific categories that we decided to focus on 
for next year. First of all, we thought that we 
should really investigate documentaries. 
Myriad and exciting, we just don’t know 
enough about documentaries and Michael

Gozan is in charge of fielding questions about 
how this is going or taking suggestions for 
movies. Secondly, there were some complaints 
that there weren’t enough fun movies in the 
last couple of years, so Justin Kray is going to 
be working on finding not just the nostalgic 
eighties flicks, but getting some of the Hong- 
Kong action or cult horror as well. We also 
thought that next year we should highlight 
movies fi’om a part of the world we don’t see 
cinema from often. In this case the vote was 
that Eastern Europe would be a good place to 
learn about. Liz Borshard is going to be work-
ing on this and also taking arguments for why 
we should do some other geographic area 
instead if you strenuously snarl at the Slavs. 
We also thought that we should show a few of 
the recent Shakespeare adaptations that have 
been released. We might not do many of these, 
but it’s the next best thing to seeing the play 
performed live and Ian Mullet will hear any-
thing about this you wish to opine.

So, if there’s a movie you think we should 
show next year, talk to one of these folks or to 
myself or Gabriel Gryffyn. Thanks.
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^al^s Us on a (Date
By  Jason  Bielag us , '98

CONTEMPT, by Jean-Luc Godard, 1963
Contempt /Le Mepris , will be playing at the CCA November 

14-30. This movie, made not long after Breathless, is very well 
made. The story depicts a man losing his muse and his wife to 
the vulgar, money-fascinated American director. Each frame is 
visually sensual, with the striking Bardot, the scenery of the 
Mediterranean coast captured beautifully, and the brilliant use 
of color. Colors are associated with the characters and some-
times used instead of a character’s image. The movement of the 
camera is elegant, using as few cuts as possible, like when 
Piccoli is talking, walking across a room, the camera panning 
with him, and continues the pan after he has left the frame by 
walking out of the room; and when Piccoli and Bardot are talk-
ing, the camera panning back and forth between them (instead of 
cutting from one to the other), mimicking the movement of 
one’s eyes were one in the room with them. The intimate dia-
logue between Bardot and Piccoli feels more real and witty than 
that in most movies. And all of us students here will like the 
constant references to the Odyssey.

GATTACA, L. A. CONFIDENTIAL
These movies sucked. They were boring. The only interesting ele-

ment in both was the lightening, like in Galtaca, when Hawke blows smoke 
into his glass, and the glass is lit, but Hawke’s face is still steeped in shadows. 
The camaas didn’t move much.

In both, there was veiy little story and no tension. I kept wonder-
ing, “What’s the px)blem here, what’s at stake?’’ The motivations of the char-
acters were eithCT not explained, or explained so singly as to make the char-
acters shallow.

LA. Confidential expected its audiaice to have such little memory 
that when a character sees a girl he recognizes, they sweep to a split screen 
showing the old image of the girl next to the current image. When the two 
images of the same girl are together, only then can we realize, “GoUy gee 
gosh! They’re the same gurl!” The simple story made me crave the writing 
of Chinatown, and the boring gratuitous violence scenes made me miss John 
Woo’s early work (The Killer, Hard Boiled).

These movies were so bad I wondaed what it was about the pitch 
or the script or the producer that made the producers give the directors mil-
lions of dollars to make these movies. It couldn’t have been much.

COUNTER CULTURE, 930 Bacca , 995-1105
There is a variety of sandwiches, noodles, soups, and 

pies here, all well made, wholesome, and delicately spiced. 
This is one of those places that makes the culinary artful. I 
recommend the cold sesame noodles, the spring rolls, or one 
of the sandwiches with soft bread and thick slices of avoca-
do. Counter Culture also caters at the CCA.

MOLLY’S, 1611 Calle Lorca, 983-7577
The New Mexican cooking here is much better 

than that of Maria’s, and second only in scorch to the 
infamous Horseman’s. The margaritas here are prop-
erly sized, and the one they call the Silver Dollar is 
often well received.

After a rough day of college, its nice to relax with a drink. Many seem to find seminar so overwhelming, intellectually and emotionally, that 
some respite is due. Seeking such relief is often more comfortable away from this alcohol-phobic campus. If you’re looking for a suggestion for a 
nice setting in which to place yourself, I have found some:
THE MINE SHAFT, Rt. 14, Madrid

Over one of the longest and oldest pine log bars in the state, lit mostly by neon been signs and a bulb inside a tuba hanging over the wait station 
bounded by chain hand-rails, dotted with the colorful local artist in old jeans and boots, one insisting on dressing like a watermel-
on long after Halloween had passed, hangs a painting of an angel descending to a group of mine workers, and handing them a banner which reads, 
“It is better to drink than to work.’’

Once when I mis-ordered at the bar, a very drunk old man next to me instructed me in the proper slang terms for the various kinds of liquor, and 
how to spot them so that, “when you’re shooting something under the bridge, you know what you’re shooting.”

Another time a waitress presented the tab to the bigger of two men in dusty motorcycle leathers.
“He’s paying the bill,” the bigger one said to her, pointing with his thumb to the thinner man. The thin man mumbled something under his thick 

mustache. The larger one responded, “You’re paying the bill or I’m throwing you through the fucking window again!”
It’s easy to be anonymous in Madrid.

EVANGELO’S, on Galisteo
If you’re looking for pool, as the rumors tell us Kant often was, Evangelo’s has pool tables downstairs, a rock and roll band sometimes, and 

rarely a well-dressed Australian man who is very nice.
LA PASEO, on Galisteo

La Paseo often has drink specials, some GI’s, some sort of a band, and an obnoxious bartender.
THE COWGIRL, on Guadalupe

You can sit outside here.
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The End Is Near: Apply For Financial Aid
By  Rachel  Vedaa ,'99
It may seem that the school year has really 
only just begun, but despite the cries of 
denial, the semester is quickly ending. For 
the approximate seventy percent of St. 
John’s students on financial aid, the end of 
the semester means reapplying for aid for 
the 1998 school year. Now, having worked 
in the Financial Aid Office since my fresh-
man ycai, the application forms for federal 
aid have become nearly second nature to 
me; but I know that not everyone has the 
same experience with what these forms 
mean and the significance of all the infor-
mation they require. I hope, in what fol-
lows, to help you. I know that every year a 
lot of students, good students who deserve 
the opportunity to pursue a St. John’s educa-
tion, are unable to return for “financial rea-
sons”; but I see no reason for this to be the 
case.
There are only two forms which the 

Financial Aid Office at St. John’s require for 
undergraduate applicants; the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid 
(FAFSA) and the College Scholarship 
Service PROFILE. The PROFILE requires 
a $20.00 processing fee. These forms ask for 
the same basic information, such as student 
income, and in the case of dependent stu-

(continued from page 6)

dents, parental income; student and parent 
assets such as investments, real estate, and 
business owned by the family members. 
Graduate students need only to file the Free 
Application for Federal Student Aid. The 
FAFSA cannot be signed, dated, or submit-
ted to the federal processor until January 1, 
1998. Both forms ask students to supply 
school codes, and in order for the Financial 
Aid Office to receive either form directly 
from the federal processors, the following 
codes are necessary: FAFSA—002093, and 
CSS PROFILE—4737. If you plan on 
transferring to another campus for the 1998- 
99 school year, the Financial Aid Office can 
give you additional code numbers.
To apply for the 1998-99 school year, fam-

ilies will need either estimated or completed 
1997 income tax information. Since all 
reported information is verified with actual 
tax forms by the Financial Aid Office, 
reporting estimated tax information can 
expedite the awarding of aid, but one runs 
the risk of either over- or under-estimating 
the student and/or parental income, which 
would result in a change to the actual aid a 
student would be eligible to receive. To 
avoid potential misrepresentation, the best 
idea is to complete the 1997 tax forms in

order to have accurate figures. Many fami-
lies do wait until the IRS deadline of April 
15 to complete tax forms, but it is important 
to remember that the recommended deadline 
for applying for financial aid is February 15, 
two months earlier. Students who apply late 
for financial aid run the risk of being award-
ed additional loans.
One other form which is essential to 

dependent students whose parents are 
divorced or separated is the 
Divorced/Separated Statement. This form is 
completed by the non-custodial parent and is 
submitted directly to the Financial Aid 
Office. Even if the two federal applications 
have been completed, the student cannot be 
awarded until this form is finished as well.
If the student has no contact with or receives 
no help from the non-custodial parent, a 
request to waive the requirement of the 
Divorced/Separated Statement may be sub-
mitted.
Application forms will be available in the 

Financial Aid Office before Winter Break. 
Any questions about how to complete these 
forms or about any special circumstances 
are welcome any time. Everyone deserves 
get a Great Books education, so don’t delay 
to do all you can to continue.

And even members of the Montana militia 
look at their guns sheepishly. The righteous 
look upon their twisted words, and say with 
the clarity of Truth, “Yea have said an 
untruth. There is no way to get closer to the 
animal than to take it inside of you. The 
animal hath not rights, for who has raised it 
and sustained its life but me, and I shall 
decide its fate. Indeed, in the beginning.

Board Meeting Report
Physical Plant: On the Annapolis campus, three parking lots will be 

expanding this year. There will also be some brick walkways under con-
struction and new landscaping (including the Barr-Buchanan Center). The 
BBC itself is near completion. In addition, four new labs and two prep 
rooms have been completed in Mellon Hall. The next major project on the 
Aimapolis campus will be a renovation of Mellon Hall to begin around 
2000-2002. Also, a new phone system is in the works, as are expanded 
computed facilities at BBC.

On the SF campus, a new Student Activities Center is planned. Because 
fmancial gifts are at such a strong level, construction should begin early 
next year. Mr. Agresto also reported that the overall tone and morale at the

humans before the fall were all such as they. 
What a preposterous fallacy, it should be 
evident to all that man is a scavenger, and 
will eat whatever he can lay hands on. Buy 
that meat and cook it, with full greasy lipped 
satisfaction. If a vegetarian question you, 
belch in their direction, and let the charnel 
house smell of goodness drive them on.

By  Rebecca  Bell  and  Tim  Feldhaus enn , G.I.'s
Board of Visitors and Governors Meeting at Annapolis, 24-25 October 1997

SF campus is the best ever. The freshman undergrad class is the largest 
ever, with the largest number of applicants in the history of the school. 
Emollment in the Eastern Classics program is good.

Alumni Relations: There has been a perception in the past that G1 stu-
dents have been marginalized at Alumni chapters and at Homecoming. 
Roberta Gable reported that the Alumni office is platming more activities 
for GI students at homecoming and is actively finding more ways of 
encouraging GI and GI Alumni participation in the activities on campus. 
Good news on the Alumni Register, it looks as if the Alumni Register will 
soon be on a computer database. Also, the web sites at both campuses also 
will be updated.

God gave us the names of all the beasts so 
that we could create menus. So it was, and 
so it shall always be.” Let not the whisper-
ing lies of those outside of the light tempt 
you. Look upon their condition with steak 
in hand and the choice of the True Faith 
shall be easy. Pity them. There can be no 
point in arguing with such as these, for they 
twist words and the tmth. I have even heard 
of one of their sects who declare that



ficti on  I D i g r e s s i 0
so i am an asshole i concern myself with myself 

an everyone else oughta do the same yeah i’ll 
help you if i think it right but if i don’t fuck you 
what about you dont i understand except i dont 
think it right get ya ownself up i try to all the 
time meet some failure meet some envy meet 
some lonliness meet what is you and do the best 
you can on your own it may make you suck and 
it may make you weird but you are you i think

imagination attains what i couldn’t attain without 
it

yeah i am a writer
one who writes but i don’t like much but that's 
just a fact a truth an observation if i don’t like 
something i really ought to do something about it 
until then bear it

i know when and where some things happen and 
i like doing certain things that i know the same 
stuff about.

problems are potential solutions, problems are 
selfish and stem from expectation not meeting 
reality so make reality reaUty and then expecta-
tion is actualization and problems are then per-
sonal and everything else is fact.

i am a writer and i am a student 
i got to write something great so i can make 
money and be famous
and everyone else will be all about the burgundy.

this pretty chill chic just stopped by for a visit 
and i chatted with her about 
particular and general perception all about diffi-
culty and individuality
i probably won't be famous if i use that word too 
much
fame fame fatal fame it can play hideous tricks 
on the brain
it probably can and i’m really in to seeing it hap-
pen if someone wants to chiU with me i think 
that's fine but chill

don’t say you will then not chill
some advice, dont expect shit expect nothing
rather
no not rather than anything else just nothing 
no, not ‘no not’ but ‘no, not’ 
understand the jive or be confused understand the 
correct or be confused make judgments but make 
them for yourself

i don’t care if i don’t make it i just know it would 
be chill if i did. i am a con artist, i guess, i need 
to make some money and i don’t think too high 
of the population this book targets and if i have 
an initial bang i may be able to follow it up with 
another initial bangs and then maybe i would be 
able to be Chill.
but i don’t care if i don’t make it since i never 
had it all that matters is doing what i can and 
knowing what i can do.
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ns of Madness By Jonat han  Mat th ew  Haack ,'00
diary entries blow
they are a commitment to writing about yourself 
and being lonely in a suitable manner they seem 
to grab you when you’re about to fall into the 
lake of madness, everything will be alright cuz i 
got this little book here that i can say any of my 
most fucked up problems to 
but a diary can be good if used in a good way just 
make it honest and free of expectation and you’ll 
probably have nothing to say about your diary it 
will be that book that has stuff written in it that’s 
tme stuff you dont want to do at the time you 
read some you may want to do other shit with no 
expectation whatsoever just a record, 
it may contain all sorts of senseless rambling or 
maybe you will talk about how you want to be 
making sense but then maybe even oh my it will 
talk about facts just stuff you think and try to fig-
ure out and acceptance of all the test

just maybe the masses can make a judgment on 
this hook and have their actions accord maybe if 
they do they will still have what is probably what 
they do and dont want.
it doesn’t matter there’s no expectation just mas-
turbation

my diary my diary i got to remember diary why? 
this is supposed to be my makin’ it text 
i’s i’s make it
if i be really really egotistical and insert the intel-
lectual with some suspense romance ambiguity 
and identification tactics will i be famous then.

fame i waima live forever that’s all i really want

nonsense or sense i am i am a drop of words like 
motion and i am overcome with emotions some 
time so scary i wanna squeal but most of the time 
i love or hate and it makes no difference do you 
know what i uh mean?
there are still some great writers today still some 
there are even at this school 
i going to write a good sentence i hope 
I want it to stick, grammatically and poetically, 
on the palates of tongues, in mirror images, main-
taining itself and displaying beauty.

it aint bad is it?
it is nice to have a friend someone you do all 
sorts of things with but the discomfort of yourself 
is more rewarding
seldom do people like themselves enough

if i mention that word twenty more times and 
include some snapshots of my living room and 
my personal porno collection i might really make 
it.
maybe if i dedicate this novel to some of the fur-
niture in my room and talk about how there my 
only friends i will be really famous

Later tonight 2

I just saw Emly. We talked and ate. deep 
thoughts and not deep thoughts the meaning of 
deep sexual tension and cigarettes, it was fun. 
now back to writing for this diary is all that is fun 
to do in my spare time, it is fun. how costly is 
your price?
when we eat food do we think of important fac-
tors do we neglect others that are important do 
we know and not care whatever we should eat 
healthy if healthiness is good cuz then we would 
be good but if it is bad to be healthy always for 
you for other reasons say experiential ones than 
by all means eat unhealthy, just don’t do what 
you dont think you want to do cuz that dont make 
much sense.
intellectual say it with some pompous filled 
expression feelings say it down 
intellectual figure it out figure it out it is fun it is 
not difficult it is timely
time time time importance intellectual tradition 
expectation ?
expectation commitment and negligence figure it 
out it makes nonsense
individuality society and personal space and the 
work place figure it out 
superficiality and intellectuality forms of igno-
rant and mortality all! 
in whatever way!

i am a diary writer you say that i am you say that 
i am you are saying so but i aint! 
neena neena neeeeena write, oh noble writer, 
write the word down fill the pages and confuse 
yourself with whatever thoughts you have just let 
the keyboard be a part of your though in a 
metaphorical sense of course let it be individual 
letters to every thought image thing or 
just lose your thought and start over when you 
can’t ramble anymore
dont waste peoples time don’t waste my time that 
i will say to you a lot stop being so dumb maybe 
that to but i dont do anything i talk about cuz i 
have that writing liberty 
i can say whatever i want

the boyz just stopped by and said hello but they 
weren’t too entertaining so i let them be and i 
think i will never be understood but as long as i 
have my dog - everything is goima be all right 
i’m all about the positive vibration give me some 
of that shit bring it on infuse with senseless 
streaks of unknowable affirmation and give me 
some of your ginseng if it works and hey i’ll take 
some smokes
hedonism the gluttony of gluttons or the noble 
philosophy
metaphor the beauty crypted picture or the neces-
sary fashion
i know all these people at my work and they are 
chill
however much i may be rambling it is all right 
because i always have something to justify some-
thing to make tight something for myself like 
everyone else!
face it - smoking is cool, i didn’t say that but it is 
true, and just because one thing kills ya dont
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Madness (continued from page 9) 
mean it bad i mean we dont say death is bad 
it is just a fact kinda like smokin so smoke 
let them smoke you break them treasure em 
lack of the chill is whack! 
lack of comfort is whack consideration finds 
a mutual understanding in the chill compas-
sion can exist to just chill first or everything 
is fucked
sort of like Pres Bush who talks all huffy 
and shit about Mapplethorpe 
just chill man it aint that serious you still got 
your dick.
when you lose that then scream until then 
rely on the most faithful faith of the chill 
factor

i don’t always think about this kinda stuff 
but bear with me just need to go feeding 
some more and then i will have some more 
experience and some more work done and 
an entirely new perspective and you can 
jump right in to the literature and

then my thoughts will be over again

so you spend some time writing some stuff 
down and trying some stuff and doing stuff 
and living and then and then and then, 
back into the diary a moment of pleasure 
and a cycle of shit!
don’t do your Greek work! it is too long too 
much do it when it suits you and if it don’t 
suit you don’t do it.

be an asshole be an asshole you’re more 
important anyway be honest though or 
you’ll give yourself more trouble than ever 
dishonesty is the plague of the 
end.
i need a rest i need sleep and before i do that 
i need sex and drugs and beer 
Jocular Alabaster Plates.
America
Love Peace and harmony very nice but 
maybe in the next world.

sometimes i forget that there are other peo-
ple or that others are people

SJG Ultimate Frisbee Team to go Intercollegiate
Finally, a sport where hippies and nerds aren't shut out.

BY Andrei  Israel , '00

Let’stakethis word by word: ‘Saint’: 
translation of Greek ayiotn. ‘John’s’: pos-
sessive of ‘John’. No difficulties yet. 
‘Ultimate’ (or ‘Ultimate Frisbee’): Here’s 
where it gets interesting. For starters, 
Ultimate is a team sport played with a flying 
disc, or ‘Frisbee’, in which teams attempt to 
advance the disc down the field by passing 
it among teammates and, ultimately (no pun 
intended), to advance it into the endzone. 
The flow of the game can be compared to 
that of soccer, touch football, or team hand-
ball, but the comparison ends there. For 
Ultimate is the only sport in the world that is 
entirely self-officiated at all levels. That 
means that you will never have someone in 
a striped shirt telling you whether or not you 
were fouled (there are formal procedures for 
resolving disputed calls, usually involving a 
re-play in more serious games, or a ro- 
cham-bo in less serious games). Instead, the 
game is governed by the ‘spirit of the 
game’, which requires each player to value 
fair play and the safety of all players above 
victory. Whereas in some sports, the objec-

tive is to bend the rules as far as possible 
without being called for a violation, the 
objective is to outplay your opponent. In 
accord with this spirit. Ultimate is an entire-
ly non-contact sport — in no situation will 
someone twice your size have the right to 
run through you or land on top of you.

So now we can consider the whole, ‘St. 
John’s Ultimate’: You may have seen peo-
ple down on the field throwing discs around. 
If so, what you have seen is the beginnings 
of the first college Ultimate team in New 
Mexico. This spring, St. John’s will field a 
team at several college Ultimate tourna-
ments, and within the next few years, we 
will compete in sectional and perhaps 
regional playoff tournaments. Hopefully, 
we will also field a women’s team within a 
few years.

How you can get involved: If this sport 
or the St. John’s team interests you at all, 
come out and play sometime. Talk to 
Andrei Israel or Vanessa Albrecht if you 
have any questions, or come to the field at 
4:15 pm Tuesdays and Fridays and 4:00 pm 
Sundays.

maybe i’ll give y’all some anecdotal facts 
about me so you’ll be acquainted with me 
more personally maybe then you’ll think 
about the author behind the work and i’ll be 
famous!

so then there will be stations and majesty 
and triviality
and slap your hands and dance and dance 
and get the boogy fresh flow psych goin on 
down in you
sing country music for consolation work on 
Aristotle translations when you're lonely 
ignore people when you are grumpy and 
read
what the fucks goin on what the fucks goin 
on?

Digression 3

what does it mean when someone is not 
cool?

continued from page 3

be learned from Usher was,
... to avoid the dominance of the solitary eye (/), 
to find the other in the same, and in this way to 
realize that sanity is a mode of interpretation, a 
decision about what to observe and a kind of 
interment of what exceeds it.
To think that he could have misread the 
flush on his sister's cheek, that he could 
have been tricked by the arch-cheat death 
into an attempt to bury and forget his loss, 
is too much for our man Usher.

You may be wondering where the plea-
sure lies in all this. Why is it that searching 
for the why and how of such a tale of abject 
woe is so titillating? Here I can only think 
back to the disposition of the whist player 
who, when he has reached a certain level of 
skill,undoubtedly finds little joy in going 
home with the pot. I can imagine a whist 
enthusiast who carries with him instead a 
memory of the moments of the game, and 
each tick or raised eyebrow in the faces of 
his opponents which inadvertently adver-
tised their intentions. The truth may be hor-
rible, but there is wonderful human satisfac-
tion in not being cheated out of the knowl-
edge of its every tricky little turn.
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Shawn's Sports: Basketball at St, John's Ain't What It Used

To BeBy  Shawn  Watts , '00

Zero and five. A huge doughnut and 
five. The record of the St. John’s College 
basketball team leaves much to be desired.
A game last Tuesday and one last Friday left 
the team zero and five and in last place in 
their division.

Tuesday Pojuaque Pueblo knocked off 
the Johnnies 60-57. As usual the Johnnies 
started slower than a snail reading Tacitus 
and found themselves down by 17 points to 
end the first half. In the second half St. John 
s showed the skill that made it a champion.

Defense set the tone for the team as 
guards Shane Stump, Brendon O'Neill, 
Adrian Lucia, Tarek Salem, and Shawn 
Watts made steal after steal to get the team 
running and converting fast break points. 
When the guards failed to supply adequate 
pressure or allowed the opposition to drive 
into the middle the big men stepped up to 
deny any scoring. In all the swEuming 
defense of the Johnnies held Pojuaque to 
just three buckets in the final ten minutes.

With 40 seconds to play the Johnnies 
were down by 5 points, but cut the lead to 2 
with ten seconds left. After a quick foul to 
stop the clock Pojuaque converted just one 
of their free throws keeping St. John's in the 
game. Two good looks at three point buck-

Avoid the Routine:
By  Mike  Baas , '99

When 12:00 rolls around and the thought 
of nutrition consumes the mind, might I ask 
you to stop the natural urge to mindlessly 
walk and seat yourself down at your habitu-
al spot in the cafeteria for one moment and 
consider how beautiful it would be to eat 
lunch in the company of Mr. Fasanaro, Mr. 
Von Breisen, Tim Fry, James Hedberg, the 
beautiful Sangre de Cristo mountains, 
Brahms, and one Mr. Peter Pesic on the 
piano. As some of you may or may not 
know, Mr. Pesic has been gracious enough 
to share his talents with anyone who might 
be willing to stop their hectic day to listen to 
some kickass music.

Why not take some time to sit in intro-
spection about the days ahead and behind, 
remove yourself from the lingering voices of 
your classmates, the future classes and dis-
cussion ahead, the catch-up you have to do

ets fell short as time expired as the Johnnies 
suffered their second loss in as many games.

Friday the Johnnies tackled Las 
Campanas. Though the team looked much 
better they still lost. St. John’s did not get 
off to a tremedously slow start for the first 
time this season. Again, defense was the 
story as the Johnnies stayed close in the first 
half only to find themselves down 22-12 
when the buzzer sounded.

St. John’s came out on fire in the second 
half quickly cutting the lead to. Key three 
pointers by point guard Tarek Salem got the 
Johnnies back into the game. On defense 
guard Sam Kosoff put St. John’s in a posi-
tion to score as he came away with six 
steals. All the Johnnies pressure and hustle 
was to no avail as the Johnnies walked away 
with their fifth loss of the season by the 
score of 50-48.

Was any one even aware there is a World 
Series? I am sure you Cleveland fans think 
you did something special by getting to the 
Series as clearly the worst team in the play-
offs and I guess that is true. You diluted the 
talent pool making the Fall Classic the 
worst one in the history of the game. Oh, 
and you Florida fans, I hope you didn't 
trample anyone in your haste to hop on the

Liven up your day with

on the weekend, the letters you have yet to 
write, the Spinoza you don’t understand, in 
the midst of Mr. Pesic’s magnificent touches 
of the keys? Perhaps just one chord will 
give you the clarity you need to face your 
demons, will bring you closer to a distant 
dream, will free you from any constraints 
you might have about your potentials. 
Perchance, for an instant, one of these 
sonatas may reveal to you the true crys-
talline spirit of your existence, may annihi-
late the quagmires and muddles you’ve 
acquired since embarking on the St. John’s 
quest. Maybe a random cadence will give 
you the key to the Unifying Principle of 
Physics. If you are a musician, perhaps Mr. 
Pesic’s fluid, relaxed movements will 
inspire you to remedy all the tension in your 
playing style, inspire you to transcend from 
the level of hack to virtuoso. Or maybe it

bandwagon. More importantly, I hope you 
don't get whiplash when it screeches to a 
halt. Yeah, so you won the World Series. 
Good job, but remind me, why doesn’t any-
one care?

The NFL has become interesting after 
all. The last undefeated team in the game, 
the Denver Broncos, finally lost to the most 
talented and least disciplined team in the 
NFL, the Oakland Raiders. The NFC 
Central has become a four team race after 
the Tampa Bay Bucs lost three straight.
Now the Packers, Vikings, and Lions all 
have a shot at the title. The New York 
Giants are on top of the NFC East.. Frankly, 
I thought team relocated to Kazakhstan after 
they beat the ever beatable Bills to take the 
Superbowl in 1990. Alas, they are still in 
New York and still have uniforms and 
everything. Congrats to you Giants fans. 
Don’t expect it to last, but since you did beat 
the Dallas Coweringboys I am forced to 
give up much respect.Finally, someone 
PLEASE come to watch us play basketball.
I can’t afford to continue paying my room-
mates to do so.

a little lunch music

will simply put a glimmering smile on your 
face.

Whatever your experience may be, I 
most assuredly can tell you that you will be 
thankful that you went.

Up and Comings Concert for this 
Semester:
Time and Place: 12:05-1:00, Junior 
Common Room
Friday, November 14,1997: Haydn, 
Sonatas 12-14, Variations in G., Hob. 
X'VII/I
Tuesday, November 25,1997: Brahms, 
Sonata in C, Op.l
- (Especially come see this one! Chris 
Reimer will be there!)
Friday, December 5,1997: Haydn, Sonatas 
15-17, Capriccio in G, Hob XVII/2
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Announcements Credits
From the Placement Office

What to do after St. John’s... How about teaching? If you are thinking about teaching at 
the secondary level or if you want to teach overseas, you must be certified. One of the 
quickest and most affordable ways to accomplish this is through the UNM/Santa Fe Public 
Schools Internship Program. It takes only one year and you are actually paid to teach for 
nine months. The Internship Coordinator, Dr. Linda Day, along with St. John’s alumni who 
are either currently in this program or who have completed it, will be on campus, Thursday, 
November 20 at 3:30. They will explain the details of the program, what it means to be an 
intern in the Santa Fe Public Schools, and what you need to do to apply. (Yes, there will be 
refreshments and time for Q&A!) Applications are due February 2,1998, and the program 
starts in June. See you there - or if you can’t attend the meeting, call Margaret Odell at 
6067.
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Many thanks to the Seniors for the festivities they provided the children of the St.John’s 
community on Halloween afternoon. My girls loved the haunted house and trick-or-treating 
at the lower dorms (great candy!), and they haven’t stopped talking about the dog-puppet 
who greeted them at the door. We had fun!

Mrs. Martin
Gleima and Colleen Martin

Untitled
I love the lumbering beetle. As awkward 
with words as me (I) am with (too!) many legs. 
Middle legs splayed to the sides.
Her (his, its) walk a blundering mastery 
of hand and feet (and thorax!) stilt 
walking.

Front left, front right, middle 
left, middle right, back left, back right, 
repeat.

Front left, front right, middle 
left, middle right, back left, back right, 
repeat. Repeat. Repeat. Repeat.
She (it, he!) stops to clear vision, 
with wavering fore limbs (front left, 
front right) rubbed across onyx and jeweled 
eyes. Antermae waver, bulbous red tips 
pick up gentle frequencies of moisture, 
air speed, radio tower. Surprising its (hers.

By  Sergi o
i, ^ u 1 Pres ton , '01hes) watcher (a delighted 
gasp from me! from
I!) thrusts with awkward ground legs twin 
horizontal dorsal stripes and bulbous red 
antermae tips and jeweled onyx eyes 
up! into air on flower membranes. Thin 
solidified air and prism. Flakes (so smaU!) of 
Mica. Up! up! up! Towards outside, towards 
sun, towards greeny grasses and foods; head 
first into freedom, head first into life, head 
first into unseen, unrecognized, ununderstood 
clear window. She rubs her head (front left right 
repeat, black eyes red bulbs) to clear her Mind. I 
put her
In my pahn (carefly...), and let her
(red striped, awkward legged flying [O so fly-
ingest!] jewel!) out.
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The Moon serves St. John’s College in Santa 

Fe, New Mexico as an independent bi-weekly 

student newspaper. Opinions expressed here 

represent the views of their authors rather 

than those of the College. Issues are distrib-

uted at no charge to students, faculty and staff 

on the Santa Fe campus, and yearly subscrip-

tions can be obtained for $35. Tax-deductible 

contributions are welcome. We solicit sub-

missions from all members of the College 

community. Staff and contributors meet 

Tuesdays at noon in the SJC coffee shop. 

Material for the next issue should be submit-

ted by 6 p.m. on Friday, November 21. We 

INSIST that work be submitted in text format 

on a 3.5” Macintosh disk along with a typed, 

double-spaced copy including the author’s 

name and phone number. Hard copies with-

out disks are acceptable in certain circum-

stances. The Moon reserves the right to edit 

and to reject any submission.

THE NEXT MOON STAFF MEETING 

WILL BE NOVEMBER 4, AT NOON IN 

THE COFFEE SHOP.


